Interventions for return to work following work-related injuries among young adults: A systematic literature review
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Abstract.
OBJECTIVE: To provide a review of current knowledge about interventions aimed to facilitate young adults to return to work following work-related injuries.

METHODS: A systematic review of published literature from the year 2010 and onwards was conducted to identify studies examining return to work interventions for young adults (aged 19–29) following work-related injuries using PubMed and Web of Science. Two reviewers conducted the screening process and assessed the study quality using the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute assessment tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional studies. Due to wide heterogeneity and small number of studies retained post-screening, a descriptive summary analysis of the included studies was conducted.

RESULTS: No studies were identified that focused exclusively on interventions for young adults. However, two studies, in which an age category of young adults was available, were included and assessed for quality. The study populations were primarily suffering from work-related injuries in the lower back or lower limbs. Both studies revealed that return to work interventions using a case manager coordinating and providing consultation, advice, and risk management to multidisciplinary teams was associated with lower sick leave days.

CONCLUSIONS: Despite the emerging evidence that young adults have higher rates of work-related injuries compared to older colleagues, information concerning work-related injuries and return to work interventions specifically targeting young workers is still lacking. Further research is therefore needed to develop and evaluate return to work interventions for the population of young adults.
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1. Introduction

The sixth European Working Condition Survey from 2017 demonstrated that one in every four workers is exposed to work-related risks [1, 2]. Young working adults (up to the age of 29) are more likely to experience a work-related injury compared to older colleagues [3]. A systematic review published in 2019 highlighted that the high occurrence of work-related injuries might be due to young adults being more exposed to high-risk work situations with high physical demands compared to older colleagues [4]. However, the degree of exposure to high-risk work situations varies amongst young adults, in which uneducated workers such as school dropouts have a higher degree of routine work and hard physical work [4]. Moreover, from a global perspective, sectors that attract a high number of young adults, such as construction, agriculture and manufacturing, are also sectors with a high prevalence of work-related injuries [5]. The high rate of work-related injuries among these sectors is not only due to the
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The hazardous nature of the work, but it is also associated with low staff training and a high prevalence of inexperienced, seasonal and migrant workers [5]. There are also other factors that could explain the higher rate of work-related injuries for young working adults. It could be due to a lack of work experience and knowledge about risks in the working environment, as well as young adults behaving more audaciously [6–8]. In other words, it is challenging to find a single specific reason for why work-related injuries are more commonly reported among young adults [9].

Despite the high prevalence of work-related injuries among young adults, there is a lack of research and policies regarding occupational rehabilitation and return to work (RTW) interventions for young working adults [10]. The absence of RTW interventions may prolong and increase undesirable health outcomes. Having a slow-moving progress or non-existing RTW interventions following a work-related injury are associated with lower quality of life for the injured individual [11–13]. Previous research has mainly focused on RTW interventions including all ages with an emphasis on health promotion [14–16], preventing ill-health [17], psychosocial factors (e.g. social support) [18], and psychiatric interventions [19]. Thus, reviews that shed light on young adults work-related health are scarce [7]. Notably, the only previous review identified targeting young workers, focused on the prevention of work-related injuries, instead of how to facilitate RTW when such injuries occur [4]. The absence of intervention studies reinforces what others have described [7, 20]: RTW following work-related injuries for young adults is neglected in the rehabilitation management field. Interventions that promote well-being, rehabilitation and a successful RTW for young adults may lead to improvements in workers’ health, equity, productivity and efficacy of organizations and society in general [21]. It is important to focus on young adults since they are beginners in the working life and may thereof be more vulnerable to the consequences of work injuries. In other words, by supporting and facilitating a successful RTW for young adults, an opportunity of a healthy work-life and maintained health beyond retirement age could be provided [21].

The rapidly changing demography of the work force in many countries, where young adults are being increasingly exposed to hazard events, in combination with the apparent absence of reviews examining RTW interventions for young adults, warrants a systematic condensation of the literature [7, 20]. It is important to describe what type of interventions are needed to enable RTW following work-related injuries for young adults from a global perspective, to support rehabilitation management and policies on RTW, irrespective of the origin of injury [20]. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to systematically assess and provide a review of current knowledge about interventions aimed to facilitate young adults to RTW following work-related injuries. Two research questions were included: 1) What type of work-related injuries are young adults exposed to, and 2) What, if any, type of interventions have been used to facilitate RTW for young adults?

2. Method

To ensure transparency and complete reporting of systematic reviews, the present study followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [22].

2.1. Eligibility criteria

In the present study, all types of work-related injuries were considered. A specific type of injury was therefore not used as an inclusion/exclusion criterion, except when the injury caused enough harm to make an RTW implausible. The present study defines young adults as workers in the age of 19–29 including all working arrangements. The following inclusion criteria were considered: 1) interventions of RTW status, regardless of sustained RTW, full RTW, and partial RTW, 2) inclusion of young adults aged 19–29, 3) studies specified that the mechanisms leading to injury were work-related, 4) studies published in peer-reviewed journals between the years of 2010 to 2020 and 5) studies were published in English or Swedish. Lastly, all types of intervention programs that were performed with the purpose of facilitating young adults RTW following work-related injuries were included, regardless of study design. The following exclusion criteria were considered: 1) the study population was defined based on non-work-related morbidity, 2) work-related diseases and 3) age of the study population was not defined.

2.2. Search strategy

Two electronic databases, PubMed and Web of Science were used to identify literature. The search was conducted in three broad categories; 1) Accidents/injuries terms, 2) Return to work/sick leave
term, and 3) Young adults. The terms within each category were combined with the Boolean operator (‘OR’). When combining the three categories with each other, the ‘AND’ operator was used. MeSH terms such as occupational injuries ‘AND’ return to work ‘OR’ sick leave ‘AND’ young adult were used. Synonyms for the MeSH terms, such as occupational accidents, sick days and young adults were also used in the three categories. In PubMed, all three categories were used (accidents/injuries terms, return to work/sick leave term, and young adults). However, in Web of Science, only two categories (accidents/injuries term and return to work/sick leave term) were used in order to get a broader scope of studies. Strategies and search terms were double-checked and developed with a librarian at Karolinska Institutet. The initial search was conducted on the 5th of June 2020. References in the included full-text studies were further screened to capture new studies that were not identified by the search terms. Searches were also conducted on Google Scholar to capture relevant studies that have cited the included studies, as well as to identify studies that may have published additional data on the topic.

2.3. Assessment of relevance and inclusion

Results from each database were merged into EndNote library and duplicates removed prior to screening. Subsequently, two independent reviewers (MKJ and RR) with expertise in injury epidemiology conducted the screening process to increase reliability of results. The reviewers conducted the identification and initial screening of all studies. The initial screening was conducted on titles and abstracts. In this phase, studies that did not include interventions were immediately removed. Studies containing RTW interventions, as well as studies containing RTW as a secondary outcome, were considered eligible and proceeded to full-text screening. An inclusive approach was used to identify true eligible studies, since an exclusive approach may erroneously exclude eligible studies. Subsequently, the two reviewers conducted the full-text screening to determine which studies fulfilled the eligibility criteria. Disagreements between reviewers were resolved through discussion.

2.4. Data extraction

A data extraction sheet was created to gather relevant information from each study. The sheet was pilot tested on one randomly selected study with the extraction of data conducted by the first reviewer (MKJ). Thereafter, the extracted data was cross-checked by both reviewers (MKJ and RR) and disagreements were solved through discussion. Extraction of data was conducted using full-text for the selected studies and included the following information when it was available: Source (author, journal, publication year); Research focus; Sample (age, sex, country); Design; Occupation type; Injury and mechanisms that caused the injury (type); Description of intervention (type, component); and Outcome.

2.5. Assessment of quality

To ascertain the validity of included studies, the two reviewers assessed the methodological quality using the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute assessment tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional studies [23]. The reviewers assessed the quality of each study individually and disagreements were resolved through discussion. The quality assessment tool includes 14 criteria (See Table 1). Each criterion was answered using the terms: included (+), not included (–), not reported (NR), cannot determine (CD), and not applicable (NA). Additionally, a quality ranking was included where each study could receive a ranking of good, fair, or poor. In general, a ‘good’ study has a low risk of bias, and results are considered valid. A ‘fair’ study has a susceptible bias, but it may not be sufficient to invalidate study results. A ‘poor’ study has a significant risk of bias and should be excluded. However, a ‘poor’ study could still be included in the review with caution if no other evidence was available [23]. The relevant quality ranking was judged by the two reviewers based on the overall validity implications from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute assessment tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional studies.

2.6. Assessment of evidence

A descriptive summary analysis was used to identify relevant findings. The small number of studies included and the heterogeneity among participants, settings, interventions, and outcomes made a summary analysis more suitable than conducting a meta-analysis or using a qualitative synthesis. The primary reviewer (MKJ) analysed the summary in relation to the aim of the current study. A second extraction of data was conducted to summarize the main findings into the following characteristics:
Table 1
Quality assessment criteria

1. Was the research question or objective in this paper clearly stated?
2. Was the study population clearly specified and defined?
3. Was the participation rate of eligible persons at least 50%?
4. Were all the subjects selected or recruited from the same or similar populations (including the same time period)? Were inclusion and exclusion criteria for being in the study prespecified and applied uniformly to all participants?
5. Was a sample size justification, power description, or variance and effect estimates provided?
6. For the analyses in this paper, were the exposure(s) of interest measured prior to the outcome(s) being measured?
7. Was the timeframe sufficient so that one could reasonably expect to see an association between exposure and outcome if it existed?
8. For exposures that can vary in amount or level, did the study examine different levels of the exposure as related to the outcome (e.g., categories of exposure, or exposure measured as a continuous variable)?
9. Were the exposure measures (independent variables) clearly defined, valid, reliable, and implemented consistently across all study participants?
10. Was the exposure(s) assessed more than once over time?
11. Were the outcome measures (dependent variables) clearly defined, valid, reliable, and implemented consistently across all study participants?
12. Were the outcome assessors blinded to the exposure status of participants?
13. Was loss to follow-up after baseline 20% or less?
14. Were key potential confounding variables measured and adjusted statistically for their impact on the relationship between exposure(s) and outcome(s)?

Author (Year); Country; Recruitment; Study Groups; Research aim; Type of injury; Intervention; Result; and Recommendations. Findings were presented in relation to study characteristics and the two research questions.

3. Results

3.1. Study selection

Searches of the two databases provided a total of 1,513 studies. After duplicates were removed, 1,478 studies remained. Of these, 1,402 were removed after title screening and 21 were removed after abstract screening, as they did not fulfil the eligibility criteria (e.g. did not include interventions). Thereafter, 55 studies were assessed using full-text screening and only two studies were identified as eligible for inclusion in the analysis. For more details on the screening process, see Fig. 1.

3.2. Characteristics of included studies

The two included studies were conducted in Hong Kong [24] and Malaysia [25]. The Hong Kong study used a cohort design with an intervention and a control group [24], while the Malaysian study used a cross-sectional design and studied different RTW phases. Neither study focused exclusively on interventions for the age category of 19–29. However, the studies did contain age categories, in which the ages 19–29 were identifiable. The study conducted in Hong Kong presented age categories that ranged up to > 65, with the age category of < 35 being most relevant for the purpose of the present study. However, this age group (<35) had the lowest numbers of participants compared to other age categories [24]. The study conducted in Malaysia presented age categories that ranged up to > 56, with the age category of 18 to 35 including a higher amount of participants compared to other age categories [25]. The intervention group in the Hong Kong study [24] was assigned a case manager and were also managed by a specialist at an orthopedic clinic. The intervention group was referred for early MRI to a specific multidisciplinary rehabilitation program with physical and psychosocial interventions. Meanwhile, the control group [24] received usual care provided by orthopedic doctors before being referred to other therapies within the public healthcare system. The Malaysian study [25] included a RTW program that was coordinated by case managers. The managers were responsible for the referred case from the first day until the end of the process. The RTW program included different disciplines and the process was not standardized from one case to another. The programs offered consultation, advice and risk management to an occupational rehabilitation team and were conducted at the injured worker’s workplace [25]. Study participants in both
studies consisted primarily of males and blue-collar workers (e.g., labor work, technical work and factory work). There were lower numbers of white-collar workers consisting of office workers, managers and professionals [24, 25]. More information regarding study characteristics is available in Table 2.

3.3. Methodological quality assessment

The quality assessment is summarized in Table 3. The assessment revealed that the strengths of the studies were related to the research questions and the recruitment of study participants. The Hong Kong study [24] used the same inclusion criteria for all participants and recruited participants from the orthopedic specialist out-patient clinics. The Malaysian study [25] used the same inclusion criteria for all participants and recruited the participants from the Social Security database. The assessment revealed that the Hong Kong study [24] included limitations concerning not providing information on how they initially recruited participants and if the participants adequately represented the targeted population. Neither the Hong Kong study [24], nor the Malaysian study [25] provided a description of power analysis and neither study assessed the exposure more than once. The Hong Kong study [24] provided no information concerning how RTW was measured and the Malaysian study [25] used a self-report assessment to measure RTW across the different RTW phases. The different RTW phases include 1) Off work (not at work/at work with alternative capacity),
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (Year) Country</th>
<th>Recruitment, Population (n), Sex (n, %)</th>
<th>Type of Occupation (n, %)</th>
<th>Research aim</th>
<th>Type of Injury</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Results and Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Law et al. (2016) China (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>Patients diagnosed with musculoskeletal injuries in lower back recruited from orthopedic specialist out-patient clinics during 2011–2013. Intervention (MORE) group (n = 139) vs Control group (n = 106). Intervention (MORE) group consisted of males (n = 98, 70.5%) and females (n = 41, 29.5%). Control group consisted of males (n = 74, 69.8%) and females (n = 32, 30.2%).</td>
<td>Intervention (MORE) group consisted of white-collar workers (Managers and Professionals, n = 8, 5.8%), Blue collar workers in the Intervention (MORE) group consisted of Technicians and associate professionals (n = 6, 4.3%), Clerical support workers (n = 3, 2.2%), Services and sales workers (n = 40, 29.0%), Skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery workers (n = 1, 0.7%), Craft and related trades workers (n = 53, 38.4%), Plant and machine operators, and assemblers (n = 1, 0.7%), Elementary occupations (n = 26, 18.8%), Unknown (n = 1, 0.7%)</td>
<td>Evaluate the intervention of the MORE program on providing prompt, effective, and coordinated patient-centred care for patients with injury on duty to increase the chance of successful return to work and reduce the duration of sick leave [22, p 505].</td>
<td>Work-related injury to the lower back.</td>
<td>MORE group: Received a case manager responsible for liaising with medical doctors and therapists, contact employer and make necessary arrangement for injured-workers RTW, give advice and recommendations when arranging suitable duties, support and monitor injured workers RTW. Control group received care as usual.</td>
<td>MORE group promoted an early RTW with shorter period of sick leave and shorter time lag for case settlement. Recommendation: Case manager to improve communication and cooperation between stakeholders, improve and reduce the burden of the public medical service system can enable faster RTW.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total consisted of Office work \((n = 15, 14.7\%)\), Laboring work \((n = 12, 11.8\%)\), Technical work \((n = 14, 13.7\%)\), Factory work \((n = 29, 28.4\%)\), Other (e.g. lorry drivers) \((n = 32, 31.4\%)\)

Investigate injured Malaysian workers with MSDs at different RTW program phases based on their abilities and capacities [23, p. 241].

Work-related injury located at: Head \((3.9\%)\), Neck \((2.0\%)\), Trunk \((24.5\%)\), Upper Limb \((18.6\%)\), Lower Limb \((31.4\%)\) and Multiple injuries \((19.6\%)\) due to industrial or commuting accident.

RTW program coordinated by case manager, involving occupational therapy delivered at community-based level. Offering consultation and advice on risk management program to occupational rehabilitation team to all participants.

Injured workers in Advancement phase showed lower sick leave compared to Re-entry and Off-work phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Murad et al. (2013) Malaysia</th>
<th>Different phases included</th>
<th>(n = 30), (n = 44), (n = 28) and (n = 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total study population consisted of Males ((n = 84, 82.4%)) and Females ((n = 18, 17.6%)).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-work phase consisted of Males ((n = 25, 83.3%)) and Females ((n = 5, 16.7%)).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-entry phase consisted of Males ((n = 33, 75.0%)) and Females ((n = 11, 25.0%)).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance phase consisted of Males ((n = 26, 92.9%)) and Females ((n = 2, 7.1%)).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Off-work phase consisted of Office work \((n = 3, 10.0\%)\), Laboring work \((n = 6, 20.0\%)\), Technical work \((n = 4, 13.3\%)\), Factory work \((n = 6, 20.0\%)\), Other (e.g. lorry drivers) \((n = 11, 36.7\%)\)

Re-entry phase consisted of Office work \((n = 10, 22.7\%)\), Laboring work \((n = 4, 9.1\%)\), Technical work \((n = 4, 9.1\%)\), Factory work \((n = 12, 27.3\%)\), Other (e.g. lorry drivers) \((n = 14, 31.8\%)\)

Maintenance phase consisted of Office work \((n = 2, 7.1\%)\), Laboring work \((n = 2, 7.1\%)\), Technical work \((n = 6, 21.4\%)\), Factory work \((n = 11, 39.3\%)\), Other (e.g. lorry drivers) \((n = 7, 25.0\%)\)

**Recommendation:** Involve multi-disciplinary providers (e.g. occupational therapists, psychologists and ergonomists) to enable improved RTW for the four phases.
Table 3
Quality assessment of included studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1: Research question</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2: Study population</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3: Participation rate (50%)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4: Selection of participants</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5: Power description</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6: Exposure prior to outcome</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7: Sufficient timeframe</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8: Different levels of exposure</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9: Definition of exposure</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10: Assessing exposure</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11: Definition of outcome</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12: Blinding</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13: Follow-up</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14: Confounding variables</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+: included, -: not included, NA: not applicable, NR: not reported.

2) Re-entry (starting back at work), 3) Maintenance (working at previous capacity), 4) and Advancement (improve work responsibility). These phases are considered non-linear, meaning that an individual can loop back to previous phases during the process [26]. No outcome assessor in neither study was blinded since physicians had diagnosed the participants with a work-related injury prior to the start of the studies. Follow-up was not provided in the study conducted in Hong Kong [24], and it was not applicable for the Malaysian study [25] due to its cross-sectional design. Neither study controlled nor adjusted for confounding variables. These overall methodological uncertainties, as well as potential sources of bias, lead to the two studies being assessed as of poor to moderate quality.

3.4. Type of work-related injury

The included studies did not address the type of work-related injuries that were most common for each age category, or specifically for young adults. The overall results showed that the type of work-related injuries identified in the two studies were mainly related to musculoskeletal injuries [24, 25]. The study conducted in Hong Kong investigated only work-related injuries that occurred in the lower back [24]. The study conducted in Malaysia included work-related injuries located on the head, neck, trunk, upper limb, lower limb, or on multiple locations of the body [25]. The maintenance group (working at previous capacity) in the Malaysian study had the highest proportion of individuals aged 18–35, with the most common work-related injury located on the lower limb [25].

3.5. Interventions to facilitate RTW after work-related injuries

In the two included studies, the RTW interventions did not specifically target young adults, seeing as the studies did not have a tailored intervention for each age category. Rather, all participants in all age categories received the same treatment. The overall results showed that the common denominator for a successful RTW was a case manager that coordinated and provided consultation, advice and risk management to multidisciplinary teams (e.g. occupational therapists, psychologist and ergonomics) [24, 25]. The study conducted in Hong Kong showed a higher success rate for RTW and lower sick leave days for the intervention group compared to the control group. A specific emphasis was on early interventions to enable a faster RTW [24]. In view of the fact that the maintenance group in the Malaysian study had the highest proportion of participants aged 18–35, they were of primary interest in the present review. The maintenance group showed lower sick leave days (including all types of injuries) compared to the off-work and the re-entry phase groups [25]. However, the overall findings of the study showed that the lowest number of sick leave days belonged to an Advancement RTW phase group, when compared to three other RTW phases [25].

4. Discussion

To our knowledge, the present review is the first study that systematically provides a review of interventions facilitating young adults RTW following work-related injuries. The results of this review indicate that interventions targeting young adults RTW are lacking. We were only able to identify two articles that defined the study population based on age categories, however, neither of these studies included interventions that specifically targeted young adults. Rather the interventions were general for all of the age groups of the study populations. Moreover, the same issue regarding age categories were present in relation to the types of injuries the participants were exposed to. In the included studies, work-related injuries occurred mainly in the lower back or lower limb. Therefore, it is difficult to identify the types of work-related injuries that mainly belonged to the
specific age-groups. Finally, the findings suggested that having a case manager coordinating and providing consultation might be helpful in facilitating a successful RTW. However, this conclusion is not specific for the age category of young adults.

4.1. Work-related injuries for young adults

Supported by previous studies within the field [2, 7], findings in the present study indicated that musculoskeletal injuries may be a frequent work-related injury among young adults. However, while there is consistency with previous findings concerning musculoskeletal injuries, this type of injury may not exclusively apply to young adults. Instead, the lack of eligible studies limits the ability to draw conclusions regarding work-related injuries among young adults.

For this review, the aim was to find literature on interventions targeting RTW for young adults following a work-related injury, which means that previous studies focusing exclusively on the type of injuries young adults are exposed to were excluded. Thereby, previous studies targeting work-related injuries among young adults exist, but were not eligible for inclusion in this review due to the lack of inclusion of interventions for the age group. However, taking previous studies into consideration, there seems to be no single specific work-injury that is more related to young working adults. Instead, previous research emphasizes that the type of occupation and working contract [6, 27], educational level [4], psychosocial and physical maturity levels, as well as experience [6–8] are factors that may influence the type of work-related injury young adults are exposed to. For example, statistics from Sweden show that injuries such as knife-cuts from handheld tools and machines are common for young working adults in construction and metal industries [2]. Meanwhile, in the trade and restaurant industry work-related injuries for young working adults are related to heat, fire, welding, cold, electricity, explosions and serious burns from boiling water or hot oil [2]. In other words, the example shows that types of work-related injury that young adults obtain can be dependent on the type of occupation.

It is also necessary to point out that the term young adults may also lead to differences in results. Thus, there are different ways to classify workers as young, which means that the cut-off age is different depending on studies. This lack of clear-cut definitions for young adults may introduce problems for current and future research, since one may not know for sure what type of work-related injuries young adults are exposed to. However, establishing consensus concerning age cut-off in studies is difficult since some individuals may, due to educational differences, be introduced to the labor market in older age.

4.2. Return to work interventions for young adults

The present study shows that there is a shortage of available literature on interventions to facilitate young adults RTW following work-related injuries. The paucity of scientific information on young adults in the included studies, as well as the overall lack of eligible intervention studies, limits the ability to draw conclusions regarding RTW interventions for young adults. Thus, the low number of eligible studies suggests that this field is either under-researched or limited with publication bias. Taking previous studies into consideration, the included studies were not based exclusively on young adults and work-related injuries. However, the studies may be relevant when discussing interventions for young adults and in planning interventions studies targeting young adults.

A Danish randomized controlled trial evaluated the effect of an RTW-program for workers on long-term sickness absence among three municipalities using RTW coordinators and multidisciplinary teams. Their findings indicated that contextual factors (e.g. sociodemographic differences) are of major importance for success or failure in RTW interventions [28]. A Finnish study published in 2014 examined the effects of new legislation on partial sickness benefit to reduce withdrawal of workers from the labor market. Their results indicate that the legislation has the potential to increase work participation for workers on long-term sickness absence [29]. Another randomized controlled pilot study investigated if an early intervention would lead to an early RTW. The results of the study, however, did find that an early intervention caused major constraints for both the experienced physiotherapist that examined patients and the overall clinic. Focus should instead be on the design of the RTW interventions and how it could be less time consuming [30]. The overall diversity and complexity of RTW interventions also suggests that there may be no single, optimal RTW approach that can be applied across contexts and populations. It is also noteworthy to highlight that it is unclear what successful RTW means for young adults. Rehabilitation plans used for older workers should perhaps not be used for young adults as well, since the majority of
young adults are employed within precarious work such as temporary and part-time work [4, 20]. Therefore, similar rehabilitation plans might not suit young workers, especially since precarious work is related to unstable employment and dangerous working conditions [4, 20]. Furthermore, RTW for young adults can be compromised if rehabilitation lasts longer than the work contracts, since it can affect the sense of work security [7]. Lastly, young adults may not necessarily respond in the same way to an established rehabilitation plan compared to older colleagues due to generational and social differences (e.g. socio-economic status). A need exists for further intervention studies to try and understand and assess the effectiveness of different RTW interventions for young adults following work-related injuries.

Concerning the methodological quality of the included studies, the two studies being of poor to moderate quality. These overall methodological uncertainties mean that the findings in the two included studies should be interpret with caution. For instance, the two studies were carried out in upper-middle income countries, which might be indicative of the progress of RTW interventions carried out in these countries. Hence, these results might not be representative for high- or low-income countries with other RTW settings and should therefore be interpreted with caution.

4.3. Methodological considerations

One of the main strengths of this review was the double reviewing of studies, which increased the reliability of results. In other words, the double reviewing increased the possibility that no studies were missed. Another strength of the present study was that it followed the guideline PRISMA statement for reporting systematic reviews and it assessed the methodological quality using the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute assessment tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional studies. Using these guidelines increased the reliability of this review since it provided guidance on what to report and include in a systematic review to make it possible to replicate the review. Lastly, the present study is the first known systematic literature overview to focus specifically on RTW for young adults. A literature review covering a global perspective was conducted, providing the opportunity to compare studies on young working adults living with diverse working conditions. The broad inclusion made it possible to attain a global indication of interventions that are mostly relevant to RTW. Thereby, the review provides information that can hopefully be used to fill the knowledge gap that exists for interventions aimed at facilitating young adults RTW.

Despite our best efforts, there were several limitations to the review. Since the search only included two databases a possibility exists that some studies were missed. However, it is considered unlikely that studies were missed since no additional records were found from references of the included studies. Efforts were also made to control for publication bias by searching registered protocols on the Clinical Trials Registry Platform. However, none were found, which may suggest that there is limited publication bias present. Detecting selection bias by scanning databases relies on the possibility of studies being registered as protocols and later being omitted for publication. Unfortunately, it is not common practice in epidemiological research to publish study protocols [31, 32]. It was also considered of little relevance to produce Egger-based publication bias analysis because of the limited number of included studies. Thus, the variety of age groups, injuries, and interventions between studies, as well as the low number of included studies, prevented the authors from conducting a meta-analysis.

The low number of scientific studies on young adults shows that there is a need for more studies that focus exclusively on young adults. Hence, future studies should include either young adults or specific groups of young adults (e.g. uneducated workers such as school dropouts) to avoid categorizing into groups using only age as a factor. The results also show that some occupations and genders are more studied than others (e.g. blue-collar workers and males). Therefore, future studies should look at populations from a wider variety of different occupations, especially where young adults are overrepresented (e.g. restaurant industry), as well as to target occupations including a higher proportion of females. At the same time, it is important to emphasize that young adults are comprised of a heterogeneous group and that their vulnerability could be highly contextual. Thus, important stakeholders (e.g. researcher, practitioners and politicians) should try to capture this complexity when initiating interventions to facilitate young adults RTW following work-related injuries. To sum up, future research should focus on RTW interventions for young adults, whilst taking into consideration that young adults are a heterogeneous group. Therefore, different interventions should be studied for different groups of young adults.
5. Conclusions

The current study is the first literature review that examines interventions aimed to facilitate young adults return to work following work-related injuries, however, we were not able to draw any conclusion regarding interventions specifically targeting young adult RTW since no studies focusing with a specific focus on young adults were identified. Since the results in the two included studies were not presented in terms of age categories, it is hard to generalize results to the specific age group being investigated in the present study. Hence, interpretation of the results from this review should be done in light of the understanding that young adults are underrepresented in the two included studies. Therefore, we urge researchers to develop and evaluate RTW interventions for the population of young adults, especially considering the surge in the prevalence of work-related injuries among young adults. The evidence offered in this review can be used as a starting point to drive research into a currently understudied area.
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